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from SIAM News, Volume 33, Number 4

By Barry A. Cipra

Algos is the Greek word for pain. Algor is Latin, to be cold. Neither is the root for algorithm, which stems instead from al-
Khwarizmi, the name of the ninth-century Arab scholar whose book al-jabr wa’l muqabalah devolved into today’s high school
algebra textbooks. Al-Khwarizmi stressed the importance of methodical procedures for solving problems. Were he around today,
he’d no doubt be impressed by the advances in his eponymous approach.

Some of the very best algorithms of the computer age are highlighted in the January/February 2000 issue of Computing in Science
& Engineering, a joint publication of the American Institute of Physics and the IEEE Computer Society. Guest editors Jack Don-garra of the
University of Tennessee and Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Fran-cis Sullivan of the Center for Comput-ing Sciences at the Institute for
Defense Analyses put togeth-er a list they call the “Top Ten Algorithms of the Century.”

“We tried to assemble the 10 al-gorithms with the greatest influence on the development and practice of science and engineering
in the 20th century,” Dongarra and Sullivan write. As with any top-10 list, their selections—and non-selections—are bound to be
controversial, they acknowledge. When it comes to picking the algorithmic best, there seems to be no best algorithm.

Without further ado, here’s the CiSE top-10 list, in chronological order. (Dates and names associated with the algorithms should be read
as first-order approximations. Most algorithms take shape over time, with many contributors.)

1946: John von Neumann, Stan Ulam, and Nick Metropolis, all at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, cook up the Metropolis
algorithm, also known as the Monte Carlo method.

The Metropolis algorithm aims to obtain approximate solutions to numerical problems with unmanageably many degrees of freedom
and to combinatorial problems of factorial size, by mimicking a random process. Given the digital computer’s reputation for

deterministic calculation, it’s fitting that one of its earliest applications was the generation of  random numbers.

1947: George Dantzig, at the RAND Corporation, creates the simplex method for linear programming.
In terms of widespread application, Dantzig’s algorithm is one of the most successful of all time: Linear

programming dominates the world of industry, where economic survival depends on the ability to optimize
within budgetary and other constraints. (Of course, the “real” problems of industry are often nonlinear; the use
of linear programming is sometimes dictated by the computational budget.) The simplex method is an elegant
way of arriving at optimal answers. Although theoretically susceptible to exponential delays, the algorithm
in practice is highly efficient—which in itself says something interesting about the nature of computation.

1950: Magnus Hestenes, Eduard Stiefel, and Cornelius Lanczos, all from the Institute for Numerical Analysis
at the National Bureau of Standards, initiate the development of Krylov subspace iteration methods.

These algorithms address the seemingly simple task of solving equations of the form Ax = b. The catch,
of course, is that A is a huge n � n matrix, so that the algebraic answer x = b/A is not so easy to compute.
(Indeed, matrix “division” is not a particularly useful concept.) Iterative methods—such as solving equations of

the form Kxi + 1 = Kxi + b – Axi with a simpler matrix K that’s ideally “close” to A—lead to the study of Krylov subspaces. Named
for the Russian mathematician Nikolai Krylov, Krylov subspaces are spanned by powers of a matrix applied to an initial
“remainder” vector r0 = b – Ax0. Lanczos found a nifty way to generate an orthogonal basis for such a subspace when the matrix
is symmetric. Hestenes and Stiefel proposed an even niftier method, known as the conjugate gradient method, for systems that are
both symmetric and positive definite. Over the last 50 years, numerous researchers have improved and extended these algorithms.
The current suite includes techniques for non-symmetric systems, with acronyms like GMRES and Bi-CGSTAB. (GMRES and
Bi-CGSTAB premiered in SIAM Journal on Scientific and Statistical Computing, in 1986 and 1992,
respectively.)

1951: Alston Householder of Oak Ridge National Laboratory formalizes the decompositional approach
to matrix computations.

The ability to factor matrices into triangular, diagonal, orthogonal, and other special forms has turned
out to be extremely useful. The decompositional approach has enabled software developers to produce
flexible and efficient matrix packages. It also facilitates the analysis of rounding errors, one of the big
bugbears of numerical linear algebra. (In 1961, James Wilkinson of the National Physical Laboratory in
London published a seminal paper in the Journal of the ACM, titled “Error Analysis of Direct Methods
of Matrix Inversion,” based on the LU decomposition of a matrix as a product of lower and upper
triangular factors.)

1957: John Backus leads a team at IBM in developing the Fortran optimizing compiler.
The creation of Fortran may rank as the single most important event in the history of computer programming: Finally, scientists
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(and others) could tell the computer what they wanted it to do, without having to descend into the netherworld of machine code.
Although modest by modern compiler standards—Fortran I consisted of a mere 23,500 assembly-language instructions—the early
compiler was nonetheless capable of surprisingly sophisticated computations. As Backus himself recalls in a recent history of
Fortran I, II, and III, published in 1998 in the IEEE Annals of the History of Computing, the compiler “produced code of such
efficiency that its output would startle the programmers who studied it.”

1959–61: J.G.F. Francis of Ferranti Ltd., London, finds a stable method for computing eigenvalues, known as the QR algorithm.
Eigenvalues are arguably the most important numbers associated with matrices—and they can be the trickiest to compute. It’s

relatively easy to transform a square matrix into a matrix that’s “almost” upper triangular, meaning one with a single extra set of
nonzero entries just below the main diagonal. But chipping away those final nonzeros, without launching an avalanche of error,
is nontrivial. The QR algorithm is just the ticket. Based on the QR decomposition, which writes A as the product of an orthogonal
matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R, this approach iteratively changes Ai = QR into Ai + 1 = RQ, with a few bells and whistles
for accelerating convergence to upper triangular form. By the mid-1960s, the QR algorithm had turned once-formidable eigenvalue
problems into routine calculations.

1962: Tony Hoare of Elliott Brothers, Ltd., London, presents Quicksort.
Putting N things in numerical or alphabetical order is mind-numbingly mundane. The intellectual challenge lies in devising ways

of doing so quickly. Hoare’s algorithm uses the age-old recursive strategy of divide and conquer to solve the problem: Pick one
element as a “pivot,” separate the rest into piles of “big” and “small” elements (as compared with the pivot), and then repeat this
procedure on each pile. Although it’s possible to get stuck doing all N(N – 1)/2 comparisons (especially if you use as your pivot the first
item on a list that’s already sorted!), Quicksort runs on average with O(N log N) efficiency. Its elegant simplicity has made Quicksort
the pos-terchild of computational complexity.

1965: James Cooley of the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center and John Tukey of Princeton
University and AT&T Bell Laboratories unveil the fast Fourier transform.

Easily the most far-reaching algo-rithm in applied mathematics, the FFT revolutionized
signal processing. The underlying idea goes back to Gauss (who needed to calculate orbits
of asteroids), but it was the Cooley–Tukey paper that made it clear how easily Fourier
transforms can be computed. Like Quicksort, the FFT relies on a divide-and-conquer
strategy to reduce an ostensibly O(N 2) chore to an O(N log N) frolic. But unlike Quick- sort,
the implementation is (at first sight) nonintuitive and less than straightforward. This in itself
gave computer science an impetus to investigate the inherent complexity of computational
problems and algorithms.

1977: Helaman Ferguson and Rodney Forcade of Brigham Young University advance an integer relation detection algorithm.
The problem is an old one: Given a bunch of real numbers, say x1, x2, . . . , xn, are there integers a1, a2, . . . , an (not all 0) for which

a1x1 + a2x2 + . . . + anxn = 0? For n = 2, the venerable Euclidean algorithm does the job, computing terms in the continued-fraction
expansion of x1/x2. If x1/x2 is rational, the expansion terminates and, with proper unraveling, gives the “smallest” integers a1 and a2.
If the Euclidean algorithm doesn’t terminate—or if you simply get tired of computing it—then the unraveling procedure at least
provides lower bounds on the size of the smallest integer relation. Ferguson and Forcade’s generalization, although much more
difficult to implement (and to understand), is also more powerful. Their detection algorithm, for example, has been used to find
the precise coefficients of the polynomials satisfied by the third and fourth bifurcation points, B3 = 3.544090 and B4 = 3.564407,
of the logistic map. (The latter polynomial is of degree 120; its largest coefficient is 25730.) It has also proved useful in simplifying
calculations with Feynman diagrams in quantum field theory.

1987: Leslie Greengard and Vladimir Rokhlin of Yale University invent the fast multipole algorithm.
This algorithm overcomes one of the biggest headaches of N-body simulations: the fact that accurate calculations of the motions

of N particles interacting via gravitational or electrostatic forces (think stars in a galaxy, or atoms in a protein) would seem to require
O(N 2) computations—one for each pair of particles. The fast multipole algorithm gets by with O(N) computations. It does so by
using multipole expansions (net charge or mass, dipole moment, quadrupole, and so forth) to approximate the effects of a distant
group of particles on a local group. A hierarchical decomposition of space is used to define ever-larger groups as distances increase.
One of the distinct advantages of the fast multipole algorithm is that it comes equipped with rigorous error estimates, a feature that
many methods lack.

What new insights and algorithms will the 21st century bring? The complete answer obviously won’t be known for another
hundred years. One thing seems certain, however. As Sullivan writes in the introduction to the top-10 list, “The new century is not
going to be very restful for us, but it is not going to be dull either!”

Barry A. Cipra is a mathematician and writer based in Northfield, Minnesota.
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“An intuitive algebraic approach for solving 
Linear Programming problems” 

Source:  Zionts [1974] (or many others). 
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This has (always) an obvious, sure solution.  Let 
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Is this optimal ?  How to improve ? 

There does not appear (Dantzig) to be a systematic way of setting all the 
nonbasic variables simultaneously to optimal values —hence, an iterative2 method. 

Choose the variable that increases the objective function most per unit (this 
choice is arbitrary), in the example, x1, because its coefficient (0,56) is the largest. 

According to the constraints, x1 can be increased till: 
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The third equation (why ?) in {2} leads to x1 = 110 and x5 = 0.  The variable x1 will be 
the entering variable and x5 the leaving variable: 

                                                 
1  A, B, C identify the iteration, as summarized below. 
2 Iterative:  involving repetition;  relating to iteration.  Iterate (from Latin iterare), to say or do again 

(and again).  Not to be confused with interactive. 
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Substituting for x1 everywhere (except in its own constraint), we have 
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which is of course equivalent to Eq. {2}. 
We now have a new (equivalent) LP problem, to be treated as the original 

was.  The process can continue iteratively. 
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From Eq. {2} or Eq. {9}, respectively, 
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Now, x2 is the new entering variable.  According to the constraints, it can be 
increased till: 
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Substituting for x2 everywhere (except its own constraint), we have 
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Now, x5 is the new entering variable.  According to the constraints, it can be 
increased till: 
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Substituting for x5 everywhere (except its own constraint), we have 
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Now, no variable produces an increase.  So, this is a maximum. 
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In sum: 

A In the system of equations, find the identity matrix (immediate solution). 
B search for an entering variable (or finish) 
C consequently, find a leaving variable (if wrongly chosen, negative values will 

appear). 

References: 
– ZIONTS, Stanley, 1974, “Linear and integer programming”, Prentice-Hall, 

Englewood Cliffs, NJ (USA), p 5.  (IST Library.)  ISBN 0-13-536763-8. 

– See others on the course webpage (http://web.ist.utl.pt/mcasquilho). 
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Understand Customer Behavior
And Complaints

Eight areas of quantifiable data can be integrated 
into quality assurance decisions

by 

John Goodman and Steve Newman 

C U S T O M E R  S A T I S F A C T I O N

USTOMER COMPLAINTS PROVIDE
valuable quality assurance, service and
marketing data. But the challenge is to
use the data to make decisions that
result in substantive action.

To use complaint data to solve prob-
lems in design, marketing, installation, distribution
and after sale use and maintenance, you
should have a basic understanding of
customer complaint and market
behavior. 

This understanding will pro-
vide a framework for interpret-
ing the data and extrapolating
it to the entire customer base.
The framework will allow
organizations not only to quan-
tify the implications of the data
but also to set priorities and allo-
cate scarce quality assurance re-
sources to mitigate problems.

In fact, unsolicited complaints submitted at the
time a problem occurs are less costly than systemat-
ic sampling and inspection and provide more time-
ly information than is typically available from
warranty data.

Eight factors about customer behavior are key to
understanding the implications of complaint data.

1. Dissatisfied individual and business cus-
tomers tend not to complain. 

Research by TARP1, 2 indicates most customers do
not complain when they encounter a problem. In
one case that could have resulted in an average loss

of $142 to the customer, TARP found about
31% of individuals who encountered the

problem did not complain.
We also found for small prob-
lems that resulted in either a loss
of a few dollars or a minor
inconvenience, only 3% of con-
sumers complained and 30%
returned the product. The bal-

ance of consumers encountering
this problem either did nothing or

discarded the product.
In a survey of 600 business software

customers conducted by TARP,3 results
indicated 37% of the companies that encountered
problems did not complain to anyone, even to the
software support center. In several business to busi-
ness studies, an average score of 25% of business
customers made no contact with the vendor. 

C



Finally, a 2001 TARP survey of purchasing agents
for companies using electronic broadcast equipment
found more than 50% who had encountered problems
took immediate punitive action against a company
without complaining to either the salesperson or sales
manager. Companies indicated it was easier to switch
vendors than complain.

2. Complaints often do not directly identify the
source or cause of the problem.

The causes of customer dissatisfaction and ques-
tions can be grouped into three major categories: indi-
vidual employee caused, company or retailer product
or process caused and customer caused. 

Our experience is that the distribution of problems
across these three major cause cate-
gories is about 20%, 40% and 40%,
respectively. By reviewing case
closing information, analysts are
in a position to differentiate
among and identify key company
and customer based causes. 

It also should be noted there are
several possible solutions to a par-
ticular problem. For example, an
automobile company could either
modify the normal operation of a
vehicle or make customers aware at
the outset that the vehicle will oper-
ate a certain way.

A major problem in the collection of
customer problem data is a lack of dif-
ferentiation between the reason for the complaint and
the cause of the complaint. Customers usually discuss
symptoms that are evident to them rather than the
underlying cause.

An organization must classify customer contacts
using either three or four categorization schemes:
1. Reason for contact (symptom). 
2. General cause (employee error, company caused or

customer caused).
3. Root cause (specific detail).
4. Reason for escalation of the complaint to a manager

or headquarters unit (usually an exacerbating factor
different from the original problem).
An example will illustrate the use of the four

schemes.

A consumer complains about a cancellation notice
on his auto insurance policy. The company representa-
tive explains, “You failed to pay your premium.” The
consumer retorts, “I never got the premium notice.”
The representative says, “We sent it to 123 Main St.”
The consumer replies, “But I live at 127 Main St.”

The reason for the call is a cancellation carried out
in error. The general cause is a bad address. The root
cause is the source of the bad address, which might be
a keying error or illegible information on the applica-
tion sent in by the agent.

If the company representative is not authorized to
override the cancellation and the consumer goes to an
executive or regulator, the reason for such an escala-
tion would be lack of frontline authority.

Frontline representatives will almost always be able
to identify the reason for a complaint call and the gen-
eral cause. Root cause usually requires investigation
unless the consumers indicate their own mistakes or
abuse caused the problem (as is the case 30% to 40%

of the time).
Unless these several types of

data are collected in significant
detail, the data cannot be ana-
lyzed to produce actionable
results. We usually find at least
100 complaint reason for call cat-
egories are needed to provide
sufficient detail. 

Broad categories may appear
to be easier to use and just as
effective when, in fact, valuable
detail is lost. Airlines formerly
used the category “smoking com-

plaint” that included “wanted to
smoke but couldn’t” as well as “being

seated in a smoking rather than a nonsmoking sec-
tion.” Putting the detail in the verbatim text was not
useful because text cannot easily be cross tabulated
and analyzed by computers, and manual case analysis
is not practical for large volumes of customer contacts.

3. Retail, field sales and service systems filter and
discourage complaints.

Several recent TARP studies determined that for
package goods (small ticket items sold in a supermar-
ket, for example), only one person in 50 who encoun-
ters a problem writes a letter to the manufacturer and
only two use the toll-free number. 

Therefore, in a letter based environment, a package
goods manufacturer at best hears only about one out
of 50 problem experiences at the headquarters level
unless the difficulty is severe (such as loss of a sub-
stantial amount of money, a threat to the consumer’s
good name or a life threatening result of use). 

Our survey found fewer than half who complained
at the retail level were ultimately satisfied.
Furthermore, fewer than half who were dissatisfied
bothered to escalate their complaint to the retailer’s
headquarters or to the manufacturer. The retailer or
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Based on a review of more than 500 studies with
individual companies, multipliers can be character-
ized as follows: 

• A 6-1 ratio for serious problems, when there is no
visible field or retail contact organization. 

• A 2,000-1 ratio for less serious problems, when there
is an extensive field service organization to receive
and absorb problems. 
This multiplier can be used to extrapolate to the

marketplace.
4. Brand loyalty can be retained by merely getting

customers to articulate their problems. 
The primary interest of any organization is to maxi-

mize sales and market share in the most profitable
way. Customer satisfaction, therefore, is a means to an
end—it is the way to retain customers. Getting cus-
tomers to articulate their problems provides an effec-
tive mechanism to increase satisfaction and brand
loyalty. 
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field service outlet may handle or mis-
handle the complaint but, in any case,
may stop it from going further.

Thus, complaint data must be extrapo-
lated to the customer base to determine
the potential severity of the problem. The
absolute number of articulated com-
plaints in a particular area cannot be con-
sidered in isolation. A key factor is the
potential extent to which the field or
retail service systems have reduced the
signal received by headquarters. 

For example:
• After inadvertent production of a

defective ladies’ garment that cost $20
and tore during its first use, either the
customer or the retailer returned only
one in 2,000 of the defective garments.

• Fewer than half of the residential cus-
tomers who experienced a billing prob-
lem with a telecommunications
supplier articulated it to the company.
Additionally, corporate clients have
been found to complain to service tech-
nicians rather than account executives
because of perceptions that marketing
staff is powerless to solve technical
problems.

• A business customer of a major com-
puter company was told his staff was
the cause of system failures. Company
headquarters did not realize there was
a problem until the dissatisfied con-
sumer placed an ad in the Wall Street
Journal and was joined by 300 other companies in
the action.4 Company regional sales representatives
and management had decided the problem was
customer incompetence and not product related,
because each had heard only one or two complaints.

• The average customer who complained to the head-
quarters of a major credit card company had previ-
ously tried to use routine channels an average of six
times.

• Both medical product manufacturers and insurance
companies found sales representatives tended to
forward complaints only when it would ingratiate
them with an important customer, or when the
product was of such low margin the sales staff
would rather see it discontinued. (Complaints pro-
vide a good rationale for discontinuing a product.).

The ratio of complaints heard at headquarters to
the instances of occurrence in the marketplace
(whether articulated or not) is called the multiplier.

Eight Facts 
About Customer Behavior
1 Dissatisfied individual and business customers

tend not to complain.

2 Complaints often do not directly identify the source

or cause of the problem.

3 Retail, field sales and service systems filter and

discourage complaints.

4 Brand loyalty can be retained by merely getting

customers to articulate their problems.

5 Increasing the ease of access to the provider can

reduce the complaint ratio (multiplier).

6 The propensity to complain is directly proportional

to the perceived severity of the problem and dam-

age to the respondent.

7 Complainers tend to be the heaviest users of the

product or service.

8 Problem experience, especially in the case of those

consumers who remain unsatisfied after complain-

ing, results in substantial amounts of negative

word of mouth.



Original research executed by TARP projectable to
the U.S. population shows the following for con-
sumers who experienced a problem with a potential
financial loss of less than $5:
• 37% of those who did not articulate the problem

stated they would continue to buy the product.
• 46% of those who did complain but were not satis-

fied by the company remained brand loyal.
• There were several cases in which articulated com-

plaints did not lead to increased loyalty; in fact, if a
complaint handling system is poor, it will further
alienate the customer, resulting in lower repurchase
rates.

• 70% of those who articulated the problem and were
satisfied remained brand
loyal, and more than 95%
of complainants who
were satisfied quickly
remained brand loyal.
For consumers who expe-

rienced a problem with a
potential financial loss of
more than $100, our sur-
veys show the following:
• 9% of those who did not

articulate the problem remained brand loyal.
• 19% of those who articulated the problem but were

not satisfied remained brand loyal.
• 54% of those who articulated the problem and were

satisfied remained brand loyal.
The research has since been confirmed in over 500

separate surveys of at least 700 customers from both
business and consumer markets. Thus, brand loyalty
can be retained by encouraging consumers to com-
plain. Encouragement can include posting a number
in a store or on an invoice. Employees can simply
make eye contact and ask, “Is there anything else I can
do for you?”

Even if the complaint handling mechanism is not
able to satisfy the consumer, incremental brand loyal-
ty can be achieved. Of course, if the complainant is
satisfied, substantial amounts of brand loyalty can be
obtained. In fact, loyalty can actually become up to 8%
higher than loyalty when no problem has occurred.

5. Increasing the ease of access to the provider can
reduce the complaint ratio (also known as the multi-
plier).

Research by TARP across both manufacturing and
service industries shows consumers don’t complain
because of the following:
• It isn’t worth the time and trouble.
• They don’t know how or where to complain.
• They don’t believe the company will do anything. 

• They fear retribution in medical, financial, govern-
mental and some auto environments.
By breaking down these perceived barriers to com-

plaining, an organization can successfully increase the
percentage of customers who articulate their prob-
lems. Barriers can be broken down by making it easy
to complain via toll-free numbers or through “contact
us” or feedback buttons on a website or invoice that
are accompanied by a message that says, “We can
only solve problems we know about.” 

The market implications of this type of aggressive
complaint solicitation are shown by our research:
• In the telecommunications industry, seven of 10

respondents who encountered a problem and did
not articulate it would
have complained had
the company main-
tained a toll-free num-
ber. Overall, this ag-
gressive solicitation
strategy would reduce
unarticulated dissatis-
faction by more than
half.

• For a manufacturer of
household products, the establishment of a toll-free
telephone system for consumer contact led to a dou-
bling of complaints to the manufacturer.
Additionally, the mix of complaints was different.
Many were received that would have otherwise
been handled and filtered by the retailer.
6. The propensity to complain is directly propor-

tional to the perceived severity of the problem and
damage to the respondent.

Consumers tend not to complain about things they
consider minor inconveniences. Think about your
own experience as a consumer—how many times
have you complained about a mediocre meal in a
restaurant or slow service in a department store? 

If, however, the problem will cause a major finan-
cial loss or damage to a consumer’s reputation, the
tendency to complain is much greater:
• Significantly more (70%) purchasers of high priced

telecom equipment articulated their problems than
did purchasers of low or moderately priced equip-
ment. Still, 30% of those with inoperable equipment
never complained but simply discarded the $100
item.

• Six out of 10 respondents who encountered a billing
problem by a residential telecom service provider
never complained. It was easier to pay the small
amount in dispute than to voice the problem. That
was due, at least in part, to the difficulty customers
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By breaking down these perceived barriers to
complaining, an organization can successfully
increase the percentage of customers who
articulate their problems.



encountered in dealing with the company.
• For major problems with an average loss of $142,

69% of the households complained, and half of
those not satisfied complained a second time; for
package goods, only one-third returned the item
and only one in 50 wrote to headquarters.
7. Complainers tend to be the heaviest users of the

product or service. 
Consumers who are heavy users of a product or ser-

vice are those who have made a commitment. Thus, in
a sense, they have a vested interest in having the com-
pany improve its offerings. 

These are the consumers who represent the poten-
tial for the most market damage if their loyalty is com-
promised. In fact, our research indicates the following:
• 40% of those who escalated their problems to the

headquarters of a provider of credit card services
charged more than $1,000 per month and represent-
ed a potential annual loss of profits of more than
$500. This is in contrast to the average potential loss
of $50 to $150 experienced by those who com-
plained at the initial point of service for the same
company.

• Complainants to a major Midwest bank, a medical
products manufacturer and a car rental company on
average had been loyal customers for longer peri-
ods and had purchased in heavier volumes than
had an average customer.
8. Problem experience, especially in the case of

those consumers who remain unsatisfied after com-
plaining, results in substantial amounts of negative
word of mouth. 

Consumers typically tell others about their positive
and negative experiences with a product or service.
Positive communication can effectively serve to
increase market share and revenue because those who
hear it try the product or service. 

Conversely, negative word of mouth can result in
market damage and revenue loss. Additionally, dissat-
isfied complainants generate twice the negative word
of mouth as do satisfied complainants generate posi-
tive word of mouth.

Some word of mouth research conducted by TARP
showed the following:
• Satisfied Coca-Cola complainants told an average of

four to five people about their positive experience,
while dissatisfied complainants told an average of
nine to 10 people about their negative experience.5

• In the automotive industry, one TARP study found
an average of eight positive word of mouth commu-
nications resulted from each satisfied complainant
and 16 negative word of mouth communications
from each dissatisfied one. 

• Word of mouth from unarticulated dissatisfaction
can also result in market damage. In this instance
also, a 2 to 1 ratio is seen. 

• Consumers who experience a problem and don’t
articulate it to the provider tell twice as many peo-
ple as satisfied consumers who do not experience a
problem. 

• For a residential telecom service provider, there
were an average of 1.5 positive word of mouth com-
munications from satisfied consumers and 3.7 nega-
tive word of mouth communications from
consumers who experienced a problem and did not
articulate it to the provider.
A Harvard study found that negative word of

mouth had twice the market damage as positive word
of mouth had a positive impact.6

All this information about consumer behavior pro-
vides a framework for integrating complaint data into
quality assurance decisions, a topic we will discuss in
the February 2003 issue of Quality Progress.
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5S for Suppliers
How this technique can help you maintain 

a lean material supply chain

by  Kimball E. Bullington

L E A N  M A N U F A C T U R I N G
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HAT DOES SUPPLY management
for lean production look like? In
some companies it looks like lean
production because these lean
leaders use the 5S—seiri, seiton,
seiso, seiketsu and shitsuke—tech-
nique to ensure the proper mainte-

nance of a lean material supply.  
The term “lean supply” implies that the supply

chain is appropriate for lean production. This concept
of waste elimination in processes has been popular at
some manufacturing companies. Its basic tenets are to:1

• Specify value.
• Identify the value stream.
• Organize the value stream to promote flow.
• Communicate demand through pull.
• Strive for perfection.

What is 5S?  
The 5S’s are key lean concepts derived from the

Japanese words seiri (sort), seiton (set in order), seiso
(shine), seiketsu (standardize) and shitsuke (sustain).2

Companies adopting the lean production philosophy
often implement the 5S process to bring order to the
workplace and support lean production. One impor-
tant aspect of the lean production philosophy is its
emphasis on value. In the United States, the cost of
purchased materials accounts for approximately 35
cents of every sales dollar.3 Any comprehensive effort
to focus on the value a customer receives must
include the supply perspective.  

Why use 5S?
The 5S program is a proven model for organizing

and maintaining a production operation. It is fre-
quently used in manufacturing operations, particular-
ly progressive ones. 

The supply function, especially the purchasing

department, often reports to the manager of opera-
tions, and that person is usually not a purchasing
expert. The relationship between purchasing person-
nel and the general management of operations can be
improved if they use a common vocabulary built
around concepts familiar to the head of the organiza-
tion and the heads of the other departments. The 5S
program provides that common vocabulary.

The program also supports the visual workplace.
Hiroyuki Hirano referred to the 5Ss as “pillars of the
visual workplace” in the title of his book on 5S.4 In a
5S environment there is a place for everything, and
everything is in its place. Time spent searching
for items is essentially eliminated, and out of place or
missing items are immediately obvious in a properly
functioning 5S facility. 

The 5S program performs a similar function for
supplier maintenance. The users of the system imme-
diately know where to find information about their
supply base, and missing or out-of-date information is
instantly apparent. To implement a 5S program for
supplier maintenance, you should abide by the fol-
lowing five guidelines.  

1. Sort
The first step in implementing 5S for lean manufac-

turing is to take a tour of the target area and mark
with red tags those items that appear out of place or
unnecessary. After each item is reviewed, it is either
put in its proper place or removed if it is unnecessary
or redundant. The sort process is essential to organiz-
ing the workspace needed for lean production.

When applying the sort method to the supply base,
you select suppliers to add to the system and elimi-
nate from the system. In purchasing jargon, this is
known as supply base consolidation or rationaliza-
tion. Sorting the supplier base through consolidation:  
• Reduces the waste of inefficient work methods by

W



supply managers often build their improvement efforts
on an initial sorting of the supply base.    

2. Set in order  
In a manufacturing implementation of 5S, “set in

order” means to arrange products and equipment so
they are easy to find and use. Equipment and storage
locations are labeled so the tools will be easy to identi-
fy when they are needed and put away when they are
no longer in use. Labeling storage locations with tape
on the floor or the workstation facilitates visual man-
agement. One glance is all that’s needed to identify
missing or improperly stored tools.  

Arranging suppliers
so they are easy to use
involves the concept of
segmentation. To com-
plete the initial seg-
mentation, you need to
perform a portfolio
analysis. This analysis
provides a place for
everything and allo-
cates everything in its

place. It sorts the supply base by value potential and
risk, strategic value and opportunity for cost improve-
ment, and value potential and criticality. 

The proper place for a supplier is identified in a seg-
mentation matrix. To create one, you need to clearly
determine how each supplier will be treated based on
identifiable criteria. See Table 1 for a sample supply
base segmentation by annual expenditures and risk. It
yields four segments of suppliers with different
opportunities for value contribution.   

The key suppliers for lean production companies
tend to fall into the high risk/high value partnership
segment of the matrix. Partnership suppliers represent
a higher risk to the company in terms of design com-
plexity, start-up communication, custom tooling, over-
all higher demand for buyer input and schedule
pressures. You can also think of risk as the level of
opportunity for adverse effects on value, such as dete-
rioration in delivery, lead time, price or quality.  

The other supplier segments have different needs.
The low risk/high value potential segment includes
commodity items. The value contribution of these
suppliers is primarily driven by price. A partnership
is not the ideal model for these relationships. 

Low risk/high value potential purchases are char-
acterized by intense negotiations, competitive bid-
ding, online auctions and long-term contracts. If the
risk can be reduced for low risk/high value potential
items, significant savings can be realized by some
form of competitive bidding. For example, automobile

reducing the number of suppliers that must be
managed by the procurement staff.  

• Reduces the waste of supplier selection quality by
focusing efforts of selection, evaluation and improve-
ment on a few select suppliers. It also improves the
quality (conformance to specifications and delivery)
of the products received from these suppliers by
focusing quality assurance, control and improvement
activities on a smaller number of suppliers. 

• Reduces processing waste as fewer purchase orders
are necessary and fewer selection audits are needed.  

• Increases the opportunity for supply chain partnering
when suppliers are aware of their sole-source status.
So for the management

of supply, the primary
focus of the sort step is to
select suppliers. It cannot
be done by physically
attaching red tags to sup-
pliers, so how can it be
applied? Several criteria
can be used to identify
candidates for elimination
in the sorting process:
• Isolate some candidates for elimination by conduct-

ing a performance review—a review of their quality,
delivery and price performance. A lean producer may
be much more interested in delivery performance or
inventory levels than the actual purchase price. But
even a lean manufacturer’s emphasis on delivery,
price and inventory will shift as conditions dictate.  

• Perform a review of redundant suppliers. Ask how
many suppliers have identical or overlapping capa-
bilities. The effort to consolidate suppliers this way
rewards the best suppliers with additional business.  

• Determine how many parts are purchased from
each supplier, which will often result in identifica-
tion of a large number of suppliers providing only
one or a few parts. Some suppliers may not have
been used for some time and may be candidates for
sorting or consolidation.  
After completing all the sorting, you will likely end

up with an optimum number of suppliers. W. Edwards
Deming said, “No manufacturer I know of possesses
enough knowledge and manpower to work effectively
with more than one vendor for any item.”5 Many com-
panies choose to use more than one source for a single
item for a variety of reasons, including risk, capacity
and price, but Deming’s point should be heeded.
Multiplying suppliers increases variation and over-
head. The practice of using multiple suppliers for a sin-
gle part in order to reduce risk often increases risk, just
as increasing the number of components in an assem-
bly usually increases the probability of failure. Veteran
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Supplier Segmentation Value MatrixTABLE 1

Low value potential High value potential

High risk Risk value Partnership value

Low risk Transaction value Price value



manufacturers willing to redefine their tire require-
ments so they can purchase fewer types of tires could
realize cost savings in the tens of millions of dollars.       

The high risk/low value potential suppliers affect
value by the nature of the factors that make them high
risk, including demanding delivery requirements and
advanced technology. The factors that drive risk are
often the factors that contribute to the value of the
product. Temporary situations, such as cash flow
problems or capacity limitations, could be the major
risk factors. 

A minor supplier of plastic injection moldings, for
example, lost a major account, which significantly
changed its cash flow situation.
Normally this supplier would
have been considered moder-
ately high risk because it
required customized tooling,
but for a time it moved near
the top of the high risk cate-
gory. In an undesirable situa-
tion such as this, the supplier
has the potential to reduce the
value, but little or no potential
for adding value. Suppliers in
this category are usually over-
looked by supply management
until some sort of failure occurs,
but segmentation can help the supply man-
ager identify these potential problem sup-
pliers before something bad happens.

The low risk/low value potential suppliers typical-
ly have high transaction costs compared to the value
of the product. The opportunity for adding value
comes by consolidating these purchases and reducing
transaction costs.  

Several different segmentations may be conducted
to properly categorize your suppliers and can include
an evaluation of the supplier’s quality. Performance
measures may be helpful in segmenting the remaining
supply base.   

Deterioration in the segmentation step can arise
when new suppliers are added. It can only be prevent-
ed by making classification a step in the process of
adding a supplier. Another source of deterioration
comes when a supplier’s risk factor changes. Changes
such as financial difficulties or capacity problems
should be evaluated on an ongoing basis for key sup-
pliers, but the problem can also arise at a relatively
minor supplier.

To address the location aspect of the set in order
step, identify the location of each supplier on a large
map. It will help you further consolidate by forcing
you to group suppliers locally, in targeted areas or

along trucking routes so more than one supplier can
be visited on a single trip.

3. Shine: Keep everything swept and clean  
Cleaning implies system maintenance and inspec-

tion. As a work area is cleaned, problems such as oil
leaks or other maintenance issues become apparent
before they have a chance to affect performance.

To maintain and inspect suppliers, you can conduct
surveys or audits. The audits can include site surveys,
supplier self-assessments, remote surveys, third-party
certification type surveys such as ISO 9000 or QS-9000,
or third-party quality awards such as the Malcolm

Baldrige National Quality Award. 
When auditing suppliers, you
should try to obtain objective

evidence that supports your
sort and segmentation deci-
sions or evidence that sup-
ports action of a different

type, such as risk reduction
and continuous improve-
ment. Audits enable the
supply manager to detect
problems early so they can

be corrected before further
deterioration occurs. Auditing

provides an opportunity for
reviewing supplier performance. It lets

you ask, are the right measures being used? Is
the supplier performing adequately? What

are the reasons behind a particular supplier’s less than
desirable performance?  

Third-party audits such as those conducted during
the ISO 9000 certification process provide limited
insight under these circumstances. First-person audits
or customized surveys are much better, but you must
remember audits are not a panacea. For example, a
team audit of one new supplier revealed a low level of
business activity, which should have been a warning
of future new product introduction problems.
Unfortunately, the warning signs were ignored.

You should schedule regular on-site visits with the key
suppliers identified in the set in order or segmentation
stage. High risk/high value potential suppliers usually
receive the most visits, followed by high risk/low value
potential suppliers and low risk/high value potential
suppliers. Low risk/low value potential suppliers are
generally not surveyed except through mail surveys of
regulatory compliance issues.

Partnership maintenance is a key element in pre-
serving your supply base. A sound preventive mainte-
nance program is as essential to supplier maintenance
as it is to manufacturing. The basic elements of a 
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preventive maintenance program include:
• A schedule of the maintenance, such as a team

meeting schedule with expectations defined for
each meeting. 

• A log of the maintenance, which could include
meeting minutes. 

• An audit of the maintenance, such as an audit of the
team’s processes and performance.  
Partnership maintenance is not complicated, but it

is necessary.  

4. Standardize: Integrate sort, set in order and shine  
This step should follow your successful implemen-

tation of the sort, set in order and shine steps.
Standardizing or integrating all three steps ensures
your implementation of the first three pillars won’t
deteriorate over time. It formalizes the procedures,
schedules and practices that sustain the system and
drive future improvements. 

Several problems can be avoided through standard-
ization, including:
• The number of suppliers growing unchecked.  
• The number of suppliers becoming unknown,

which can lead to supply base growth and segmen-
tation deterioration.  

• The segmentation deteriorating and the classifica-
tion of the suppliers becoming unknown.  

• Suppliers not being visited on a regular basis.  
• The conducting of surveys informally or with rene-

gade processes.  
What’s the easiest way to standardize? By assigning

3S duties. Make sure the personal plans or objectives
of the supply management personnel cover the neces-
sary sort (supplier consolidation), set in order (seg-
mentation) and shine (audit) issues. For instance,
some purchasing agents maintain bar charts showing
the number of suppliers over time. They also keep a
segmentation chart showing their key suppliers in the
relevant segments and use different colors to indicate
when the supplier was last audited.  

Strategic buyers, commodity managers or the pur-
chasing manager are responsible for surveying the
charts in each buyer’s area to guarantee they are cur-
rent. The results of these surveys can be displayed on
checklists that show the level of implementation.  

The motivation for consolidating suppliers often
comes from outside the purchasing department, but
do these other departments understand why consoli-
dation is valuable? One advantage of the 5S approach
is that it forces purchasing and manufacturing to use a
common language. This facilitates the communication
between these two groups, but what about interac-
tions between design engineering and purchasing? 

This is a critical interface for two reasons. First,

engineering is the source of many requests for new
suppliers. Second, engineering, particularly design
engineering, may harbor a creative environment that
feels constrained by programs that promote rigid dis-
cipline. Engineers have been known to say they see no
reason to limit their supplier selections just so the
buyers can play more solitaire on their computers.
Fortunately, the 5S program provides the reasoning
behind the consolidation efforts.  

5. Sustain: Discipline starts with the leadership  
Do you care enough to be consistent with your mes-

sage and vision? Are you communicating the pro-
gram, including the reasons for your actions, outside
the procurement department? Are you properly train-
ing new employees? Does the appropriate structure
exist to support this program? Is supply base mainte-
nance a significant part of the employee performance
appraisal process? 

These are issues for leadership to conquer. No 5S
process for supply management will be effective with-
out vigilant leadership. Lean producers have used this
process effectively, and consistent leadership over
time is necessary to prevent system deterioration. 
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ABSTRACT  In our technological era, scientific computing

over the Web (SCW) has been overlooked: by Academia, by

Industry. Besides its value to both, it can provide an easy link

between them.

SCW: the user (in a website) supplies his data, executes an

available program, and gets his results. (No software installation.)

Based on cases that I use in teaching (via the Web), the talk

will follow these points:

1. Antecedents;

2. Examples;

3. Producer-consumer communication (of SCW);  and

4. Conclusions — and the Web offers a link between 

Academia and Industry.

Scientific computing over the Web
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 Cogito, ergo sum.
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 In Interrete non existo, ergo non sum.

1. Antecedents

2. Examples

3. Producer-consumer communication

4. Conclusions

Scientific computing over the Web

Raphael

(1483–1520)

Scuola di Atene
(School of Athens)
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 Scientific computing is laboriously taken to Industry…

 …But Industry often does not take advantage from SC:

• Lack of structure — no “surplus” technical personnel for it

• Lack of stimulus — no disposition; fear
We don’t use those things* that you taught us… (sic)

* One of my former students, about Operational Research.

1. 2. 3. 4. Antecedents
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 We talk to: Industry, but also other academic institutions.

 Yet:

 The Web* itself has not paid attention to SC (either with free

or paid software).

 Many webpages and applications deal with science, but tend

to the novelty of the medium (images, video, etc.).

 Among innumerable webpages, there are:

• many (didactic) for consultation, study

• few for dynamic use, i.e.:  data  results

 Scarce applicable material is found on

• Mathematics, Physics, Engineering, industrial applications

 What about solving problems (academic, industrial) ?

* http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet#Services (about: Web  Internet)

1. 2. 3. 4. Antecedents
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Software that exists in our organization
(A parenthesis)

 One of us (technical staff, professor, etc.)
• can use the software (Matlab ), to which he can access remotely,

• to solve this simple problem (via Monte Carlo simulation):

What is the total length of these 2 (similar) bars, each

with ~50 cm ?  (Perhaps 1 m !)

Suppose uniform distributions in 49–51 cm.

• On the Web: sum of uniforms  You also can do it !

19-Mar-2014 Scientific computing over the Web 7 / 32

Webpages on science and…

• Wolfram Mathworld, by Eric Weisstein

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/

• Springer Encyclopaedia of Mathematics

http://eom.springer.de/

• Wikipedia (part)

http://en.wikipedia.org/

• NIST/SEMATECH e-Handbook of Statistical Methods 

(Statistical Eng.ing Division  Information Technology Laboratory 
Nat’l Inst. of Standards and Technology, USA)

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/

• Etc., etc.

1. 2. 3. 4. Antecedents
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…webpages on scientific computing

 Emphasis on images, interactivity

• “Atractor” (.pt) http://atractor.pt/ (but needs “our” Java !)

(in WebMathematica) Example (polyhedra, etc.):

http://atractor.pt/webM/exemplos/poliedros.htm

 Academic SCW: scarce working material on Mathematics,

Physics, Industry. Exception:

• Prof. V. M. Ponce, San Diego St. U. (in Fortran:

remarkable, although without default data)

http://ponce.sdsu.edu/onlinewaterbalance.php

 “scientific computing on the internet” 

• ~6 results (sources of software, university courses)

1. 2. 3. 4. Antecedents
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FROM MY EXPERIENCE

 Computer Science engineers

(informatics engineers), generally:

• Are not enthusiastic about (this) 

Scientific Computing

• Are not inclined to Mathematics

 The other engineers, generally:

• Leave Information Technology 

(Informatics) to the former

• Fear (justifiably…) the Internet 

environment

1. 2. 3. 4. Antecedents
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 In my academic work:

• “Computing”  “Operational Research”  “Quality Control”

• I have adopted SC over the Web

• since 1998

 1.st example:

• Area of a triangle by Heron’s* formula (year AD 60)

• Program in Fortran (5 lines) (a, b, c, sides; s, semiperimeter)

• About 1 year to put it on the Internet

http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/misc/F-triang.html

* Heron of Alexandria (AD 10 ?–75 ?)

1. 2. 3. 4. Antecedents

   csbsassA 
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1. Antecedents

2. Examples

3. Producer-consumer communication

4. Conclusions

Scientific computing over the Web

Abel Manta

(1888-1982)

“Rua de São Bernardo” 

(St. Bernard Str.)
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• Chi-square  Try n = 3, n = 50 (nearly Gaussian)
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-chisquare.php

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples

(Images are hyperlinks)
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• Fraction defective (Quality Control)  Try slow = 10, 1.
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-fracdefective.php

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples
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• Convergence to non-central t — Results: 30 000, 106 trials
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/F-tncConverg.php

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples
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• Sequence of non-central t curves  Try AQL = 1,1.5, 6.5 (%).
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/F-tncseq.php

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples
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http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/F-tncConverg.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/F-tncConverg.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/F-tncConverg.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/F-tncseq.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/F-tncseq.php
http://web.ist.utl.pt/~mcasquilho/compute/qc/F-tncseq.php
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• Sum of 2 Gaussians  Try (m1, s1) = (5, 0.1).
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-sum-2Gauss.php
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• Packet filling, as tubes (FIFO)  Result FIFO.  Try: none, FIFO.
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-3tubefill.php

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples
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http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-sum-2Gauss.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-sum-2Gauss.php
http://web.ist.utl.pt/~mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-sum-2Gauss.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-3tubefill.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-3tubefill.php
http://web.ist.utl.pt/~mcasquilho/compute/qc/Fx-3tubefill.php
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• EOQ (economic order q.) with random demand  Try cp = 2000, 150.
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/or/Fx-inventoryRand.php

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples
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• Catenary with concentrated loads*
 Try 3.rd load -1, -1.9.

http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-catenaryLoads.php

* Problem and resolution: colleague Prof. A. Pinto da Costa, DECivil, IST

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples
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http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/or/Fx-inventoryRand.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/or/Fx-inventoryRand.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/or/Fx-inventoryRand.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-catenaryLoads.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-catenaryLoads.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-catenaryLoads.php
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1. 2. 3. 4. Examples

• Semicontinuous cooled reactor  Try T = 298, 348 K (25, 75 C).
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-scoolreactor.php
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• Minimum distance “within an angle”  Try g = 50, 5
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-angdistImg.php

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples
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(Casquilho & Buescu [2011])

http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-scoolreactor.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-scoolreactor.php
http://web.ist.utl.pt/~mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-scoolreactor.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-angdistImg.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-angdistImg.php
http://web.ist.utl.pt/~mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-angdistImg.php
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• Distance to points in a circle  Try x0 = 3, 1, 0.5, 0     (R = 1)
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/~mcasquilho/compute/or/Fx-distInCircle.php

1. 2. 3. 4. Examples
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1. Antecedents

2. Examples

3. Producer-consumer communicaation

4. Conclusions

Scientific computing over the Web

Henrique Medina

(1901–1988)

“A rapariga da

galinha branca”
(The girl with the white hen)
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http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/~mcasquilho/compute/or/Fx-distInCircle.php
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• Minimum distance “within an angle”  Compute: here at Técnico
http://webpages.fc.ul.pt/~macasquilho/compute/Fx-angdistRemote.php

• My webpage at Faculty of Sciences…

• …does the computing at Técnico

1. 2. 3. 4. Producer-consumer communication

19-Mar-2014 Scientific computing over the Web 25 / 32

• For a company, the computing can be:

• Started on its website;

• Executed on another site (University ?); and

• Presented on the company’s website.
• The user does not even notice the circuit.

1. 2. 3. 4. Producer-consumer communication
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http://webpages.fc.ul.pt/~macasquilho/compute/Fx-angdistRemote.php
http://webpages.fc.ul.pt/~macasquilho/compute/Fx-angdistRemote.php
http://web.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/~mcasquilho/compute/com/Fx-angdistImg.php
http://webpages.fc.ul.pt/~macasquilho/compute/Fx-angdistRemote.php
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1. Antecedents

2. Examples

3. Producer-consumer communication

4. Conclusions

Scientific computing over the Web

Nadir Afonso

(1920–2013)

“Detroit”
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 Scientific computing over the World Wide Web has been

overlooked.

 It can provide an easy link — namely, with Industry.

 The “start” can be difficult, perhaps justifying the scarcity.

 Working on the Web

• avoids platform incompatibilities (Windows, Mac, Linux)

• obviates limitations of the user’s terminal (PC, phone)

• avoids software installation (uninstallation)

 Modern (scientific) languages (Mathematica, Matlab, etc.)

favour productivity, but appear obsolete (!), as they aren’t

(yet) Web-friendly (licences, permissions).

1. 2. 3. 4. Conclusions…

19-Mar-2014 Scientific computing over the Web 28 / 32
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 Scientific computing over the Web benefits from

• sharing — in team work

• visibility — attracting connections, e.g., with Industry

• network computing — “grid”, “cloud”, parallel

• easy access, just using a browser

 Problems: welcome !



1. 2. 3. 4. …Conclusions
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HPW_distrib1.ltx
! HPWilliams "Distribution 1"
min
 0.5 xline +0.5 xlibi + 1 xlilo + 0.2 xliex

  + 1 xli1 + 999 xli2 + 1.5 xli3 + 2 xli4 + 999 xli5 + 1 xli6
 + 999 xbrne + 0.3 xbrbi + 0.5 xbrlo + 0.2 xbrex
 + 2xbr1 + 999 xbr2 + 999xbr3 + 999 xbr4 + 999 xbr5 + 999 xbr6
 + 999 xne1 + 1.5 xne2 + 0.5 xne3 + 1.5 xne4 + 999 xne5 + 1 xne6
 + 1 xbi1 + 0.5 xbi2 + 0.5 xbi3 + 1 xbi4 + 0.5 xbi5 + 999 xbi6
 + 999 xlo1 + 1.5 xlo2 + 2 xlo3 + 999 xlo4 + 0.5 xlo5 + 1.5 xlo6
 + 999 xex1 + 999 xex2 + 0.2 xex3 + 1.5 xex4 + 0.5 xex5 + 1.5 xex6
st
fcap1) xline + xlibi + xlilo + xliex + xli1 + xli2 + xli3 + xli4 +
xli5 + xli6 <= 150
fcap2) xbrne + xbrbi + xbrlo + xbrex + xbr1 + xbr2 + xbr3 + xbr4 +
xbr5 + xbr6 <= 200
qine) xline + xbrne <= 70
qibi) xlibi + xbrbi <= 50
qilo) xlilo + xbrlo <= 100
qiex) xliex + xbrex <= 40
qone) xne1 + xne2 + xne3 + xne4 + xne5 + xne6 - xline - xbrne = 0
qobi) xbi1 + xbi2 + xbi3 + xbi4 + xbi5 + xbi6 - xlibi - xbrbi = 0
qolo) xlo1 + xlo2 + xlo3 + xlo4 + xlo5 + xlo6 - xlilo - xbrlo = 0
qoex) xex1 + xex2 + xex3 + xex4 + xex5 + xex6 - xliex - xbrex = 0
cust1) xli1 + xbr1 + xne1 + xbi1 + xlo1 + xex1 = 50
cust2) xli2 + xbr2 + xne2 + xbi2 + xlo2 + xex2 = 10
cust3) xli3 + xbr3 + xne3 + xbi3 + xlo3 + xex3 = 40
cust4) xli4 + xbr4 + xne4 + xbi4 + xlo4 + xex4 = 35
cust5) xli5 + xbr5 + xne5 + xbi5 + xlo5 + xex5 = 60
cust6) xli6 + xbr6 + xne6 + xbi6 + xlo6 + xex6 = 20
xbrex >= 20 ! "<" to force the "other" solution
end
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Travelling Salesman Problem 
MIGUEL A. S. CASQUILHO 

Technical University of Lisbon, Ave. Rovisco Pais, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal 

The “Travelling Salesman Problem” is briefly presented, with reference to problems that can be 
assimilated to it and solved by the same technique.  Examples are shown and solved. 

Key words:  travelling salesman problem;  supply;  demand;  optimization. 

1. Fundamentals and scope 
With optimization in mind, the “travelling salesman problem”, frequently 

denoted by the initials TSP1, is a fundamental subject related to travelling and 
transportation, with several generalizations and with insertion in more complex 
situations, and also akin to others apparently unrelated, resoluble by the techniques 
used for the typical case.  The TSP is known for the striking contrast between the 
simplicity of its formulation and the difficulty of its resolution, some even saying that 
it still does not have a solution.  It is a so-called NP-hard2 problem (its difficulty 
increasing more than polynomially with its size).  Anyway, something substantial can 
be presented about the problem. 

The problem arises from the typical situation of a salesman who wants to visit 
his clients in a given set of cities and return to his own city, thus performing a cycle.  
The problem can be envisaged in this large scale, but also exists in any other scales, 
such as within a factory or on a microchip.  An asymmetrical TSP can also be the 
search for the optimum ordering of paint manufacturing or the preparation of fruit 
juices in a common plant, because, in these cases, setup costs (washing, etc.) depends 
significantly on the “vicinity” of the colours or of the flavours. 

The mathematical formulation of the problem can be as in Eq. {1}. 
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Solution must be a cycle. 

{1} 

As in the Assignment Problem (AP), cij, with i, j= 1..n, is the cost (or distance, 
etc.) to go from city i to city j, and xij will be 1 if the arc from i to j is used and 0 
otherwise.  The problem would be an AP if the last condition (one and only one 
                                                 
1 Also “traveling salesman problem” (American English) or sometimes “salesperson”. 
2 See, e.g., http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NP-hard . 
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cycle) —a fundamental difference— did not exist.  In order to use the above 
formulation the costs cii, to go from one city to itself must be made prohibitive, 
otherwise the (useless) solution would be xii = 1, others zero (not a cycle). 

A branch-and-bound (B&B) exact algorithm based on AP relaxation will be 
presented with some examples.  A language such as Mathematica has functions 
TravelingSalesman and FindShortestTour that solve the problem, even in 3D, but the 
objective here is to clarify the method itself.  An advanced algorithm by Carpaneto 
et al. [1995CAR] is used and made available at the author’s website [2012CAS].  
Several other exact algorithms, all detailed by Lawler et al. [1995LAW], have been 
constructed, as well as heuristic ones (i.e., approximate), namely for large size 
problems or more complex problems. 

2. Examples 
EXAMPLE:  5 CITIES (WINSTON) 

A travelling salesman has to cover a set of 5 cities (his own included) 
periodically (say, once per week) and return home.  The distances between the cities 
are given in Table 1, as could have been read on a map.  Determine the most 
economical cycle, i.e., with minimum length (example from Winston [2003WIN], 
p 530 ff). 

Table 1 — Cost matrix (distances in km) from 
one city to another 

 1 2 3 4 5 
1 — 132 217 164 58 
2 132 — 290 201 79 
3 217 290 — 113 303 
4 164 201 113 — 196 
5 58 79 303 196 — 

In this problem the cost matrix is symmetric, which appears obvious.  The 
cost matrix can, however, be asymmetric, as in the case of air travel because of 
predominant wind or in one-way urban streets.  No advantage is taken from symmetry 
in the present text, but symmetry may be important in many variants of the solution 
methods. 

RESOLUTION 

The strategy of AP relaxation is to solve the problem as an AP, leaving aside 
the condition of “one cycle”.  The solution to the AP can be obtained, e.g., with Excel 
or Excel/Cplex, and is the one in Table 2, with total cost z = 495 km. 

Table 2 — Solution to the AP relaxation 

 1 2 3 4 5 
1 — 0 0 0 1 
2 1 — 0 0 0 
3 0 0 — 1 0 
4 0 0 1 — 0 
5 0 1 0 0 — 
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This is, however, not a solution to the TSP, because there are subtours:  x15 = 
x21 = x34 = x43 = x52 = 1, i.e., two subtours, 1–5–2–1 and 3–4–3.  The B&B technique 
will now be used, as follows. 

The former problem, say, Problem 1, is replaced by others, considering the 
shortest subtour (the one with least arcs) to try to save computation effort.  So, 3–4–3 
will be chosen.  Now, two problems replace the previous one:  Problem 2, from 
Problem 1 but prohibiting 3–4; and Problem 2, from Problem 1 but prohibiting 4–3.  
The two new problems have the cost matrices in Table 3 and the solutions in Table 4 

Table 3 — Cost matrices for Problem 2 (l.-h.) and Problem 3 (r.-h.) 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1 — 132 217 164 58 1  — 132 217 164 58 
2 132 — 290 201 79 2  132 — 290 201 79 
3 217 290 — — 303 3  217 290 — 113 303 
4 164 201 113 — 196 4  164 201 — — 196 
5 58 79 303 196 — 5  58 79 303 196 — 

Table 4 — Solutions to the AP relaxations 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1 — 0 0 1 0 1  — 0 1 0 0 
2 0 — 0 0 1 2  0 — 0 0 1 
3 1 0 — 0 0 3  0 0 — 1 0 
4 0 0 1 — 0 4  1 0 0 — 0 
5 0 1 0 0 — 5  0 1 0 0 — 

Again, these are not solutions to the TSP, because there are subtours:  for 
Problem 2, 1–4–3–1, 2–5–2;  and for Problem 3, 1–3–4–1, 2–5–2.  (Symmetry causes 
some redundancy.)  In file TSP_Wins530.xls, the complete procedure is shown until 
the optimum is found. 

The solution procedure is usually shown as a tree, constructed progressively 
as the problem is solved.  The one for this problem is (from TSP_Raffensperger.ppt) 
given in Figure 1, with solution 1–5–2–4–3–1 and z* = 668 km. 

 
Figure 1 — Tree for the Winston TSP problem. 

n 
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About the B&B, notice that: 
(a) (disadvantage) Every replacement of a problem gives rise to two or more 

“children” and can never improve the value of the objective function (495, 652, 
668, increasing, while a minimum was sought);  but 

(b) (advantage) It is, hopefully, not necessary to investigate all the combinations, 
this being the real merit of the B&B. 

The systematic procedure of B&B permits to avoid the investigation of all the 
combinations.  For a mere n = 18 cities —the number of Portugal’s main cities 
(“district capitals”3)—, these combinations would be 17 !, which is 3,5 × 1014 (11 
years of computing at one combination per microsecond). 

The motive it is considered that the TSP still “has no solution” is that the size 
of the tree is not predictable.  So, the amount of memory or disk storage occupied can 
increase beyond the availability, making this not only a matter of time, but often more 
so one of space. 

EXAMPLE:  GRID 2 

In a manufacture of grids having 4 points in a square arrangement of 2 × 2, as 
in Figure 2, all the points have to be treated (e.g., welded, connected, painted) in a 
certain order.  Determine the most economic order. 

 
Figure 2 — Grid with 2 by 2 points in a square arrangement. 

RESOLUTION 

It is obvious that the answer is 1–2–4–3, with z* = 4, if, as is implicit, the 
distances between the adjacent points (horizontally or vertically) is one.  If, however, 
the problem is to be solved by a convenient algorithm4, the cost matrix has to be 
provided and is given in Table 5.  In order to use the web site, supply –1 as infinity 
(diagonal entries). 

Table 5 — Cost matrix for the “Grid 2” 

 1 2 3 4 
1 — 1 1 2 
2 1 — 2 1 
3 1 2 — 1 
4 2 1 1 — 

                                                 
3 The district (“distrito”), of which there are 18 (average 5 500 km2) in continental Portugal, is roughly 

equivalent in area to one French département (totalling 96) or two Italian province (110). 
4 The one on the web, based on Carpaneto et al.. 
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EXAMPLE:  GRID 3 

Now suppose that (previous example) it is the manufacture of grids having 9 
points in a square arrangement of 3 × 3, as in Figure 3.  Determine the most economic 
order. 

 
Figure 3 — Grid with 3 by 3 points in a square arrangement. 

RESOLUTION 

Now the solution is by no means obvious.  See TSP_grids.xls.  The problem is 
solved assuming both a taxicab5 geometry6 and a Euclidean geometry.  The taxicab 
geometry assumes a grid layout, such as the arrangement of streets in certain zones of 
the cities, hence the mention to the taxicab, so (as in the previous example) only 
“vertical” and “horizontal” movements are possible.  The cost matrix is given 
in Table 6. 

Table 6 — Taxicab cost matrix for the “Grid 3” 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 — 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 
2 1 — 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 
3 2 1 — 3 2 1 4 3 2 
4 1 2 3 — 1 2 1 2 3 
5 2 1 2 1 — 1 2 1 2 
6 3 2 1 2 1 — 3 2 1 
7 2 3 4 1 2 3 — 1 2 
8 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 — 1 
9 4 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 — 

The solution is 1-2-5-4-7-8-9-6-3-1, with z* = 10.  Looking at these results, 
one may wonder if allowing other movements may result in a better value.  This leads 
to the common, Euclidean geometry.  Now the cost matrix is given in Table 7. 

The solution to the Euclidean geometry Grid 3 problem, as shown in Table 7, 
is 1-4-7-8-9-6-3-5-2-1, with z* = 9,41.  As expected, allowing a less constrained 
geometry has led to a better result. 

                                                 
5 From taximeter cabriolet. 
6 See, e.g., http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxicab_geometry . 
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Table 7 — Solution for the Euclidean cost matrix for the “Grid 3” 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 — 1 2 1 1,41421 2,23607 2 2,23607 2,82843 
2 1 — 1 1,41421 1 1,41421 2,23607 2 2,23607 
3 2 1 — 2,23607 1,41421 1 2,82843 2,23607 2 
4 1 1,41421 2,23607 — 1 2 1 1,41421 2,23607 
5 1,41421 1 1,41421 1 — 1 1,41421 1 1,41421 
6 2,23607 1,41421 1 2 1 — 2,23607 1,41421 1 
7 2 2,23607 2,82843 1 1,41421 2,23607 — 1 2 
8 2,23607 2 2,23607 1,41421 1 1,41421 1 — 1 
9 2,82843 2,23607 2 2,23607 1,41421 1 2 1 — 

3. Conclusions 
The TSP is a remarkable problem both for the contrast between the simplicity 

of its formulation and the complexity of its resolution, and the variety of its 
applications.  The exact resolution was presented using the branch-and-bound 
technique applied to Assignment Problem relaxations.  A more advanced algorithm 
by Carpaneto et al. is made available for the solution of this type of problems. 

Examples of typical situations were presented, namely, a problem with taxicab 
and Euclidean distances as costs. 
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Distance to points in rectangle
Computes the distance from a given point to the others, in a rectangle.
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x, y Location of given (source) point. •

b, h Base and height of rectangle. •

N    (≤ 1e+8) No. of random destination points. •

.seed, klass Seed for random numbers, and no. of histogram classes. •

Show values Shows the coordinates of the graph. •

Simulates, via Monte Carlo, the distances from the source point to N random points in a given rectangle, with base b and
height h, in order to find the distribution of the distance, d. In the Figure, is shown a rectangle with the source point (square)
and N (here, a few) random points.

Plots the density function (pdf), f(d), and the probability function (cdf), F(d), for the distance, d, and computes its mean
and standard-deviation. (The user given point can be out of the rectangle.)

Other suggested data for (x, y): (0.2, 0.2), (1, 0.2), (2.6, 0.2)

References: Plate: distInRectang

• Dartmouth College, 2014, Chapter 2.pdf, "Continuous probability densities"
• Weisstein, Eric W., "Disk Point Picking", MathWorld—A Wolfram Web Resource
• 1838-01-05: JORDAN, Marie Ennemonde Camille (1922-01-22) (not Wilhelm Jordan, 1842–1899).
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Results

 2014-07-06 UTC+0060  1:45:52.078
 *** Distance from point in a rectangle ***                        (Jan-2014, MC)
                                                                      [149914306]
 Source point,     0.6000      0.2000    | (x, y)
 Rectangle,         2.000       1.000    | base, height
 No. of random points, N,    10000000    | = 10 ^  7.00
 .Seed (repeatability),             0    | (0|>=1: no|yes)
 No. of histogram classes,        200    |
 Show coord.s ?                     0    | (0|1: no|yes)
 ----------------------------------------+---------------------------------------
 Rectangle diagonal,           2.2361    |
 Distances of source to vertices:        |
                    1.414       1.612    |
                   0.6325       1.000    |
 Distance is in    0.0000      1.6125    |
 Distance interval width,      1.6125    |
 Dist. min, max,  3.50862E-04  1.6117    |
 Aver., stdev,    0.73129     0.36291    |
  
 2014-07-06 UTC+0060  1:45:52.078
 2014-07-06 UTC+0060  1:45:52.911      "CPU":       0.8 sec.          End
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Packet filling, as tubes
  Fills (via Monte Carlo) packets, as tubes, with items. SPE Nazaré/pt

  Execute  

2014.Jul.06 01:53:43

.L, U  g   (specification limits)
Lower, upper specs on packet weight (Σ X).
•

µ, σ  g
Mean and st. dev. for the weight of each
item, X.

X
a
, X

b  g   (0 < X
a
 < x < X

b
) Truncation X

a
 (min) and X

b
 (max) for item. •

Strategy none   FIFO Strategy: none or 'FIFO rectify'. •

N, .seed
No. of items ("lot size"), random no. gener.
seed. •

tol, klass, y
max    g−1 ['0' (¬ '.0'), auto.]

Tolerance, no. of histo. classes, max. y for
graph. •

Show values Shows the coordinates of the graph. •

Simulates, via Monte Carlo, the filling of a packet ("bag") of items, in a tube-style, FIFO (first in, first out)
strategy (as in a doubly open tube). The objective is a final filling with weight (mass) in (L, U). An example
might be to fill a bag of 2 kg of oranges, namely (as in the base data), weighing between L = 2000 and U = 2080
g.

The weight of each item is considered truncated Gaussian. (Tolerance is for the inversion of the Gaussian
distribution.)

Terminology for fractions (costs incurred): 'frTr',  fr.  truncated from the original product; 'frWa' (waste), fr.
wasted as giveaway (weight above L); 'frRe' (rejected), fr. of unused items, possibly recyclable.

Several other, better strategies (worthy of research) would be convenient to try to reach the final sum within
the limits.

References: Plate: TubePacketFill3

• "Calibrafruta", Leiria (Portugal).
• 1900-04-12: YOUDEN, William John (1971-03-31).
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Results

 2014-07-06 UTC+0060  1:58:11.237
 *** Tube-style packet filling ***                                 (Apr-2011, MC)

 .L, U,             2000.       2080.    | specs fo r packet (total) weight
 .mu, sigma,        100.0       3.000    | for 'X'
 x_a, x_b (tr.),    92.00       108.0    | truncate d Gaussian, X in (x_a, x_b)
 Rectifying strategy,               0    | (0: none )
 No. of trials, N,            10^ 6.0    | =   1000 000        (max int, 10^ 9.33)
 .Seed (repeatability),             0    | (0|>=1: no|yes)
 No. of histogram classes,        200    | tol,  1. 0E-06 (for Gaussian inversion)
 Show coord.s ?                     0    | (0|1: no |yes)
 ----------------------------------------+--------- ------------------------------
 mid_value, occup., 2040.        20.4    | (occupan cy ~= .mid_value / .mu)
                                         |
 *** THEORETICAL *** truncated Gaussian  | (_t, tru ncated)
 a', b',           -2.667       2.667    | [a' = (x _a - mu) / sigma, b' idem b]
 .mu_t, sigma_t,   100.00      2.9067    | for trun cated X
 D_mu, rho_sigma,    0.00       0.969    | (mu_t-mu , sigma_t/sigma: from trunc.)
 a', b',            -2.67        2.67    | a' = (a - mu) / sigma, idem b'
 Phi(a'), Phi(b'),   3.83E-03  0.9962    |
   deltaPhi,                   99.234 %  | (fractio n retained)
 Fraction truncated, frTr,      0.766 %  | (= 1 - d eltaPhi)
 Packet occupancy:                       | from   1 8.52 to   22.61, i.e.,
   items min, max,           19    22    | [=(L/b)+ , (U/a)-]
 L/max, U/min,      90.91       109.5    | extreme equal X's ('x_a', 'x_b')
                                         |
 *** SIMULATED ***                       |
  No. of data     average       stdev    | (moments )
      1000000      100.00      2.9098    | all item s
       556344      100.30      2.9128    | accepted  items
        27655      2017.8      21.883    | packets
 sigma_acc / sigma_all,        1.0010    | (accepte d vs. all)
 Occupancy, frequency: --  20  0.8827    |
                       --  21  0.1173    |
                      min         max    | average       stdev
 Occupancy,            20          21    |  20.117     0.32179    
 Weight,           2000.0      2080.0    |  2017.8      21.883    
 Rejected,                     443656    | (all,   1000000)
 Fraction rejected, frRe,      44.366 %  | (rejecte d / all)
 SUMMARY, fractions:                     |
             frTr      frWa      frRe    |
             0.77 %    0.89 %   44.37 %  |
  
 2014-07-06 UTC+0060  1:58:11.237
 2014-07-06 UTC+0060  1:58:22.929        CPU:      11.7 sec.          End
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Packet filling, as tubes
  Fills (via Monte Carlo) packets, as tubes, with items. SPE Nazaré/pt

  Execute  

2014.Jul.06 01:53:43

.L, U  g   (specification limits)
Lower, upper specs on packet weight (Σ X).
•

µ, σ  g
Mean and st. dev. for the weight of each
item, X.

X
a
, X

b  g   (0 < X
a
 < x < X

b
)

Truncation X
a
 (min) and X

b
 (max) for item.

•

Strategy none   FIFO Strategy: none or 'FIFO rectify'. •

N, .seed
No. of items ("lot size"), random no. gener.
seed. •

tol, klass, y
max    g−1 ['0' (¬ '.0'), auto.]

Tolerance, no. of histo. classes, max. y for
graph. •

Show values Shows the coordinates of the graph. •

Simulates, via Monte Carlo, the filling of a packet ("bag") of items, in a tube-style, FIFO (first in, first out)
strategy (as in a doubly open tube). The objective is a final filling with weight (mass) in (L, U). An example
might be to fill a bag of 2 kg of oranges, namely (as in the base data), weighing between L = 2000 and U = 2080
g.

The weight of each item is considered truncated Gaussian. (Tolerance is for the inversion of the Gaussian
distribution.)

Terminology for fractions (costs incurred): 'frTr', fr. truncated from the original product; 'frWa' (waste), fr.
wasted as giveaway (weight above L); 'frRe' (rejected), fr. of unused items, possibly recyclable.

Several other, better strategies (worthy of research) would be convenient to try to reach the final sum within
the limits.

References: Plate: TubePacketFill3

• "Calibrafruta", Leiria (Portugal).
• 1900-04-12: YOUDEN, William John (1971-03-31).
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Results

 2014-07-06 UTC+0060  2:01:17.493
 *** Tube-style packet filling ***                                 (Apr-2011, MC)

 .L, U,             2000.       2080.    | specs fo r packet (total) weight
 .mu, sigma,        100.0       3.000    | for 'X'
 x_a, x_b (tr.),    95.00       105.0    | truncate d Gaussian, X in (x_a, x_b)
 Rectifying strategy,               0    | (0: none )
 No. of trials, N,            10^ 6.0    | =   1000 000        (max int, 10^ 9.33)
 .Seed (repeatability),             0    | (0|>=1: no|yes)
 No. of histogram classes,        200    | tol,  1. 0E-06 (for Gaussian inversion)
 Show coord.s ?                     0    | (0|1: no |yes)
 ----------------------------------------+--------- ------------------------------
 mid_value, occup., 2040.        20.4    | (occupan cy ~= .mid_value / .mu)
                                         |
 *** THEORETICAL *** truncated Gaussian  | (_t, tru ncated)
 a', b',           -1.667       1.667    | [a' = (x _a - mu) / sigma, b' idem b]
 .mu_t, sigma_t,   100.00      2.3875    | for trun cated X
 D_mu, rho_sigma,    0.00       0.796    | (mu_t-mu , sigma_t/sigma: from trunc.)
 a', b',            -1.67        1.67    | a' = (a - mu) / sigma, idem b'
 Phi(a'), Phi(b'),   4.78E-02  0.9522    |
   deltaPhi,                   90.442 %  | (fractio n retained)
 Fraction truncated, frTr,      9.558 %  | (= 1 - d eltaPhi)
 Packet occupancy:                       | from   1 9.05 to   21.89, i.e.,
   items min, max,           20    21    | [=(L/b)+ , (U/a)-]
 L/max, U/min,      95.24       104.0    | extreme equal X's ('x_a', 'x_b')
                                         |
 *** SIMULATED ***                       |
  No. of data     average       stdev    | (moments )
      1000000      99.998      2.3850    | all item s
       520047      100.32      2.3735    | accepted  items
        25919      2012.9      17.629    | packets
 sigma_acc / sigma_all,        0.9952    | (accepte d vs. all)
 Occupancy, frequency: --  20  0.9357    |
                       --  21  0.0643    |
                      min         max    | average       stdev
 Occupancy,            20          21    |  20.064     0.24532    
 Weight,           2000.0      2080.0    |  2012.9      17.629    
 Rejected,                     479953    | (all,   1000000)
 Fraction rejected, frRe,      47.995 %  | (rejecte d / all)
 SUMMARY, fractions:                     |
             frTr      frWa      frRe    |
             9.56 %    0.64 %   48.00 %  |
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